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PRACTICE LEAVES jgl 
I ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS & 
Q A set of thirty leaves for rapid drills and tests in the fundamentals of grammar, O 
O sentence structure, punctuation, and spelling. They give the student an economy o 
q of labor in practice and the instructor an economy of labor in correction. There g 
is a page for recording the grades of all the leaves and a ruled blank for plotting ^ 
IS a progress curve. To facilitate rapid scoring, a CHECK BOOK furnishes a g 
§ marking key for each practice leaf. as 
§ Each leaf bears a reference to the sections in Woolley's New Handbook of Com- ^ 
BS position which state the rules involved in the drill. g Q 
0 An alternative Form B of the Practice Leaves will be available for schools that o 
S used Form A last year. O 
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